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This invention relates to certain new and 
useful improvements in conveyer systems. 
The main object of this invention is to pro 

vide means whereby a large number of un 
5 loading stations may be utilized by a tripping 
mechanism which occupies the minimum 
amount of space. 
Another object is to provide and use a plu 

rality of trip arms which actuate a like num 
19 ber of rocker arms to operate a load-carrying 

latch when all of said rocker arms are in co 
operative alinement with the trip arms. 
A further object is to provide a plurality of 

latch operating members, each member hav 
15 ing a plurality of settings or positionings 

along a common support and one or more of 
the members to have one or more different set 
tings or positionings to each setting or posi 
tioning of the remaining member. - 

20 A still further object is to provide a con 
veyer mechanism with a plurality of rocker 
arms which are actuated by a like number of 
trip arms positioned in cooperative alinement 
therewith at one of a plurality of unloading 

25 stations located at intervals along the con 
veyer system to operate a load-carrying latch 
to deposit its load at said unloading station, 
while the load-carrying latch will be uneffect 
ed at all unloading stations where only one or 

30 any portion of the total number of rocker 
arms are actuated by the trip arms. Other objects and advantages relating to 
the details of the structure, and the formand 
relation of the parts thereof, will more fully 

35 appear from the following description, taken 
in connection with the accompanying draw 
ings in which:- o 

Figure 1 is a detail side elevation, partially 
in section of the conveyer system at one of 
the unloading stations showing the move 
ments of the rocker arms and latch mecha 
nism as the car passes the trip arms. 
Figure2 is a horizontal detail section, taken 

in the plane of line 2-2, Figure 3. 
Figure 3 is a vertical cross section, taken in 

the plane of line 3-3, Figure 1. 
Our invention consists of a continuous hori 

zontal track-1-, U-shaped in cross section, 
and supported by suitable brackets-2-se 
cured to any convenient support such as to one 
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of the vertical supports-3- of the con 
veyer frame. Positioned in the bottom of the 
track -1-and secured thereto is a rectangu 
lar shaped wear piece-4- over which a shoe 
--5-secured in spaced relation to the lower 55 
side of an endless sprocket chain-6-passes 
as the chain is driven about its course by any 
suitable means such as a sprocket wheel and 
pulley driven from an electric motor and belt 
(not shown). 
The endless track -1- may be so con 

structed throughout its length as to accom 
modate the requirements of the work to be 
performed, such as to curve about corners in 
passing from one room to another, or from a 
one workman to another, stationed at differ 
ent localities in the room or building, and to 
facilitate the free and easy movement of the 
chain -6- about these curves or bends in 
the track -1- and also to maintain the ver- ) 
tical position of said chain and the car -7- 
carried thereby. 
The track -1 - is provided with vertical 

upwardly extending side walls -8-between 
which the chain -6- is guided by the spac- 75 
ing rollers -9-mounted on the link con 
necting pins -10- of the chain -6-. 
Load conveying cars -7- positioned at 

convenient intervals along the chain -6- 
consist of a vertical side frame -11- posin 80 
tioned a short distance from the front side 
of the track - 1- and having a rearwardly 
extending horizontal arm -12- which ex 
tends from the upper end of the side frame 
-11- across the upper face of the track 85 
-1- and a short distance therefrom for 
clearance while the rear end of the arm 
-12-terminates in an upwardly projecting 
bearing -13- in coaxial alinement with a 
similar bearing -14 - formed at the upper 90 
front face of the vertical side frame -11-. 
The car -- is moved along the track 

-1- by means of the chain -6 - and is se 
cured thereto by means of screws -18'- 
which clamp the horizontal arm -12- of 95 
said car to the adjacent upper connect 
ing link of the sprocket chain -6-. A 
horizontal shaft -15-, substantially square 
in cross section, is journaled in the bear 
ings -13- and -14- and has, in this 100 
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instance, two radial rock arms -16- and 
-17- adjustably mounted thereon between 
the bearings -13- and -14- to be in co 
operative alinement with two vertical ER 
arms -18- and -19- respectively, whic 
are secured at their upper ends by nuts-20 
to a horizontal supporting bar -21- which 
extends across the track -1-at right angles 
to the longitudinal center line thereof and 
at some distance above the plane of travel of 
the rock shaft -15-, said bar -21- being 
held in its proper position by screws or rivets 
-22- which secure the downwardly extend 
ing ends -23- thereof to the upper ends of 
the vertical supports-3. 
The supporting bar-21- has two rows of 

holes -24- and -25- in spaced relation 
extending lengthwise thereof across the line 
of travel of the rocker arms -16- and 
-17-. The row -25- is positioned ahead 
of the row -24- so that by securing one of 
the trip arms -18- to the bar -21- at one 
of the holes -24- and the trip arm -19 
to the bar -21- at one of the holes -25 
located between the positioned trip arm 
-18- and the outward end of the support 
ing bar -21- and having the rock arms 
-16- and -17- in cooperative alinement 
with the trip arms-18- and -19-respec 
tively, it is then evident that the rock arm 
-16 -, which is normally held in a vertical upwardly extended position, will first engage 
the trip arm -18- and be rocked rearwardly 
as the car -- is moved along the track 

5 -1- thereby imparting a rotary movement 
to the shaft -15- and carrying the rock 
arm -17-, which normally extends for 
ward and at an angle to the trip arm -16-. 
so that it is below the plane of the lower ends 
of the trip arms -18- and -19-, upward 
a sufficient distance to be intercepted by the 
trip arm -19- and carried rearwardly, 
thereby, as the car -- continues its travel 
along the track -1-- thus continuing the ro 
tating movement of the shaft -15- and a 
latch actuating plunger cam -25'- secured 
by screw -26- to the outer end of the shaft 
-15-. 
The normal lower face of the cam -25'- 

is concentric with the shaft -15- for a 
short distance so that practically no move 
mentis imparted to the latch-actuating plung 
er -27- during the rotating movement im 
parted to the shaft -15- by the rock arm 
-16- so that the continued rotating move 
ment of the shaft -15- and cam-25'-pro 
duced by the rock arm -17- is necessary 
to force the plunger -27- downward a suf 
ficient distance to actuate the movable jaw 
of the load-carrying latch -28- to release 
the load. 1 

The plunger -27- is a vertical rod slid 
ably mounted in bearings -29- mounted 
on the outer face of the car frame -11- and 
has a roller -30- rotatably mounted on a 
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shaft -31-secured to the upper end of said 
plunger, the roller -30-being held in con 
tact with the face of the cam-25'- by a 
spring - 32-coiled about the plunger-27 
and positioned between the lower bearing 
-29 - and a spring-retaining washer -33 
positioned on the plunger -27- a short dis 
tance below the upper bearing --29-. 
The lower end of the car side frame -11 

terminates in rearwardly projecting hori 
zontal forked arms -34 - positioned a short 
distance below the track --1- and having 
two downwardly projecting arms or latch 
jaws --35- having the lower inner face 
thereof tapered outwardly. A movable latch 
member -36- is rotatably mounted on a 
shaft -37 - secured to the upper inner ends 
of the forked arms-34-. Said movable 
latch member is positioned between the arms 
-34- and is provided with a downwardly 
projecting jaw-38- with the lower inner 
face thereof tapered outwardly. 
The tapered inner face of the movable jaw 

-38 - cooperates with the inner tapered face 
of the fixed jaws -35- to form an inverted 
V-shaped opening -39- and a guide to as 
sist the operator in placing the load-carrying 
member -40- into the jaws -35- and 
-38-. At the upper termination of the 
tapered face of the movable jaw - 38- is lo 
cated a semi-circular opening -41- which 
forms a shoulder - 42-between which and 
a rearwardly projecting arm -43-, located 
on the fixed jaws -35- a short distance 
above said shoulder, the load-carrying mem 
ber -40- is locked during transportation. 
The movable latch member -36- is also pro 
vided with a radial arm -44- which pro 
jects outward from the axis of said latch 
member to a position just below the lower 
end of the plunger -27- and is acted upon 
by said plunger to open the jaw -38- and 
release the load-carrying member -40-. 
The movable jaw -38-is held in its nor 

mal closed position by a retracting spring 
- 45- having its lower end secured to the ra. 
dial arm -44- and its upper end fastened 
to a pin -46-mounted on the vertical frame 
-11-. 
The load-carrying member - 40- may 

consist of a receptacle for carrying articles 
of merchandise or the like, or as in this in 
stance consists of an ordinary garment 
hanger having the usual elongated body por 
tion-47- with a hook-shaped carrying 
member -48-secured to the center thereof. 
In operation in this particular construc 

tion, an operator places a garment upon the 
hanger -40- and forces the hook member 
-48- thereof up in the opening -39-be 
tween the latch jaws. -35- and -38-, 
forcing the movable jaw -38 - outwardly 
until said hook member passes above the 
shoulder -42-, when the movable jaw 
-38- is returned to its normal closed posi 
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tion by the spring - 45-, thereby locking 
the hanger -40- and its load to the car 
-7- and after the rock-arms -16- and 
-17- have been positioned, either by hand 
or by a manually operated setting machine, 
to be in cooperative alinement with the trip 
arms -18- and -19- respectively located 
at a remote predetermined unloading sta 
tion; the car -11- with its load is carried 
along the track -1- by the movement of 
the chain -6-past the intervening unload 
ing stations where none, or only one of the 
trip-arms -18- and -19- will be in co 
operative alinement with the rock-arms 
-16- and -17-, and if a trip arm is in 
alinement with the rock-arm 17, said rock 

20 
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arm being normally below the lower end of 
the trip arm -19- will pass through with 
out being actuated thereby, and if it is the 
rock-arm -16- with which the trip-arm 
is in alinement, then said rock-arm -16 
will be carried rearward by the trip-arm 
-18- as the car -7- travels beneath the 
bar -21- and will rotate the shaft -15 
and the cam -25'-, but not sufficiently to 
move the plunger -27-, as previously ex 
plained, and as soon as the rock-arm -16- . 
has passed the trip-arm -18-, the spring 
-48- coiled about the shaft -15- and 
having one end secured in the frame -11 
and the other fastened to a stop-rod -49 
secured to the shaft -15-, will restore the 
rock-arm -16-, shaft -15- and cam 
--25'- to their normal positions. 
Upon the car -11- reaching the selected 

unloading station first the rock-arm -16 
will engage the trip-arm -18-- and be car 
ried rearward, rocking the rock-arm -17 
into position to be carried rearward by the 
trip-arm -19-, thereby rotating the cam 
-25'- to force the plunger -27- down 
on the arm -44- sufficiently to open the 
movable latch jaw and release the garment 
hanger - 40- and its load from the car 
-7 I- and deposit them upon the upper end 
of an inclined unloading station hanger sup 
port -50-, down which the hanger - 40 
and its load will gravitate to be out of the 
path of the succeeding cars as they trave 
about the conveyer circuit. 
The unloading station hanger support 

consists of a base portion -51- secured to 

65 

any convenient support, such as the vertical 
support -3-, by screws -52-. The base 
-5i- is provided with an outward upward 
ly projecting arm -53- having one end of 
an extended arm -54 - pivotally connected 
by a bolt -55- to the outward end of the 
member -53- while the opposite end of the 
arm -54- extends to and is normally held 
just below the plane of travel of the latch 
jaws -35- and -38- in position to re 
ceive the load-carrying member - 40- as it 
is released from said latch jaws. One side 
of the head of a T-shape stop member -56 

3 

is secured to the lear side of the swinging 
arm -54- near its lower end, while the 
other side of the head-piece extends along 
the rear side of the stationary member -53 
to limit the rearward swinging movement of O 
the arm -54--. One end of a retracting 
spring -57- is clamped under the head of 
the adjacent screw -52-, while the other 
end is connected to the outer end of the tail 
piece -58- and holds the arm -54 - in its 
normal load receiving position, at the same 
time permitting the arm -54- to be swung 
forward about the pivot -55- by the load 
carrying member -40- to permit the pass 
ing of said carrying member at all unload 
ing stations except when said station is se 
lected to receive the load, the arm -54 
being returned each time to its normal re 
ceiving position by the spring -57-. 

It is now evident that a large number of 
different settings of the rock-arms -16 
and -17- and trip-arms -18- and -19 
may be had, and therefore, a greater number 
of unloading stations employed in propor 
tion to the amount of space occupied by the 
latch-releasing mechanism. 
For example, the trip arm -18- may be 

secured in the first hole -24- at the rear 
of the first row of holes, while the trip arm 
-19- may be secured in the second hole 
-25- from the rear in the second row of 
holes at the first unloading station. At the 
second unloading station the trip arm will be 
secured in the first hole -24- at the rear of 
the first row of holes, while the trip-arm 
-19- is secured to the third hole -25 
from the rear end of the second row, and 
at the third unloading station the trip arm is 
secured to the first hole -24- at the rear 
end of the first row of holes and the trip 
arm -19- is secured at the fourth hole 
-25- in the second row of holes, and so on 
at each station until the trip arm -19- has 
been secured to the last or front hole -25 
of the second row of holes, where at the next 
succeeding unloading station the trip arm 
-18- will be secured in the second hole 
-24- from the rear end of the first row of 
holes, and the trip arm -19- is secured in 
the third hole - 25- from the rear end of 
the second row of holes, while at the next un 
loading station the trip 
again be secured to the second hole -24 
and the trip arm -19- will be secured to 
the fourth hole -25- in the second row, 
and this method of setting the trip arms 18 
and 19 may continue until the trip arm 
-18- has been secured in all the holes -24 
in the first row of holes. 

Altho in the specification we have de 
scribed the use of a plurality of pins carried 
by an article to be conveyed for cooperative 
contact with a plurality of trip arms or 
fingers so that the additional mechanism will 
be actuated only when a plurality of contact 

arm -18- will 
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members come into contact with respective 
trip arms for the purpose of obtaining 
various combinations to permit the use of 
a multiplicity of discharging stations by 
various adjustments of the contact members 
and trip arms, it will be apparent that we 
do not desire to restrict ourselves to the use 
of two pins in connection with two trip arms, 
as various numbers of pins may be used in 
connection with a similar number of trip 
arms to effect the desired number of different 
combinations. The basic idea of this in 
vention consists in the use of a plurality of 
contact members whereby some additional 
mechanism is actuated only when two or more 
of these contact members come into contact 
with respective trip arms. 
And altho we have shown and particular 

ly described the preferred embodiment of our 
invention, we do not wish to be limited to 
the exact details of construction shown, as 
various changes may readily be made with 
out departing from the spirit of this inven 
tion as set forth in the appended claims. 
We claim: 
1. A conveying apparatus comprising 

means for conveying an article, a plurality 
of rockable contact members carried by said 
means, a plurality of trip arms adapted to 
be arranged in the path of movement of said 
members for contact therewith, and addi 
tional mechanism actuated only when a plu 
rality of said members contact with their respective trip arms. 

2. A conveyer system comprising a plu 
rality of rockable contact members, a plu 
rality of co-acting trip arms, and mechanism 
actuated only when a plurality of said con 
tact members contact with respective trip 

S. 

3. A conveyer system comprising a rock 
shaft, a plurality of contact members carried thereby, a plurality of coacting trip arms, 
and mechanism actuated by the rocking of 
said shaft only when a plurality of contact 
members come into contact with their re 
spective trip arms. 

4. A conveyer system comprising a rock 
shaft, means for conveying the rock shaft, 
a plurality of contact members carried by 
the rock shaft, a plurality of trip arms for 
cooperation with respective contact men. 
bers, and means actuated by the rock shaft 
when a plurality of said contact members 
contact with their respective trip arms for 
delivering an article at a station. 

5. A conveyer system comprising means 
for conveying an article, a plurality of rock 
able contact members carried by said means, 
a plurality of stationary trip members 
adapted to be arranged in the path of move 
ment of said contact members, and additional 
mechanism actuated only when a plurality 
of said members contact with their respective 
trip members. 
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6. A conveyer system comprising means 
for conveying an article, a plurality of trips 
adapted to be arranged adjacent the path of 
movement of said means, and contact mem 
bers carried by such means to coact with cer 
tain of said trips, one at least of said contact 
members being normally in a non-trip coact 
ing position and being temporarily brought 
into such position by the coaction of another 
member with a trip. 

7. A conveyer system comprising means 
for conveying an article, a plurality of trips 
adapted to be arranged adjacent the path of 
movement of said means, and contact mem 
bers carried by such means to coact with cer 
tain of said trips, certain of said contact 
members being normally in a position in 
which no coaction with a trip is possible and 
being brought into such position by the trip 
coaction of other contact members, and mech 
anism actuated solely upon the trip coaction 
engagement of such normally inoperative 
members. 

8. A conveyer system comprising means 
for conveying an article, a plurality of trips 
adapted to be arranged adjacent the path of 
movement of said means, and contact mem 
bers carried by such means to coact with cer 
tain of said trips, one of said contact men 
bers being normally in a trip coacting posi 
tion and another of said members being nor 
mally in a non-trip coacting position, and 
means connecting 'said members whereby the 
coaction of the first contact member with a 
trip brings the other contact member into trip-coacting position. 

9. A conveyer system comprising a plurali 
ty of rockable contact members, a plurality of 
trip arms adapted to coact with said mem 
bers, certain of said members being normally 
in the coacting position and others normally 
in non-coacting positions and connections be 
tween said members whereby the coaction of 
the first brings the second into coacting posi 
tion, and mechanism operable only when the 
contact members coact with the trip members. 

10. A conveyer system comprising means 
for conveying an article, unloading stations 
along the path of travel of the means, a plu 
rality of trips at each station and a plurality 
of contact menbers on said means adapted to 
coact with the trips at a predetermined sta 
tion, and mechanism operable by said con 
tact members for releasing the article from 
said means upon the successive coaction of 
said members with the trips at that station. 

11. A conveyer system comprising means 
for conveying an article, unloading stations 
along the path of travel of the means, a pair 
of stationary trips at each station, a pair of 
contact members on said means adapted to 
coact with such trips, one member being nor 
mally in the trip-coacting position, the other 
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whereby the coaction of the first member with 
a trip brings the second into trip-coacting 
position, and mechanism for releasing the 
article from said means, which mechanism is 
operable by the coaction of said second mem 
ber with its trip. 12. A conveyer system comprising means 
for conveying an article, unloading stations 

, along the path of travel of the means, a pair 
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of stationary trips spaced longitudinally of 
the path at each station, a pair of contact 
members on said means adapted to coact with 
both the trips at a predetermined station, 
one member being normally in the trip-coact 
ing position, the other being normally in a 
non-trip-coacting position, connections be 
tween said members whereby the coaction of 
the first member with a trip brings the sec 
ond member into trip-coacting position, and 
mechanism for releasing the article from said 
means, which mechanism is actuated solely 
by the successive coactions of the contact 
members with the trips at a predetermined 
station. 

13. A conveyer system comprising means 
for conveying an article, unloading stations 
along the path of travel of the means, a pair 
of stationary trips spaced longitudinally and 
laterally of the path at each station, a pair 
of contact members on said means adapted to 
coact with both the trips at a predetermined 
station, one member being normally in the 
trip-coacting position, the other being nor 
mally in a non-trip-coacting position, con 
nections between said members whereby the 
coaction of the first member with a trip brings 
the second member into trip-coacting posi 
tion, and mechanism for releasing the article 
from said means, which mechanism is actu 
ated solely by the successive coactions of the 
contact members with the trips at a prede 
termined station. 
In witness whereof we have hereunto set 

our hands this third day of January, 1928. 
JAMES T. COWLEY. 
WILLIAM J. TAYLOR. 


